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[Title of the Invention] LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY PANEL AND

METHOD OF MANUFACUTRING THE SAME

[Abstract]

[Object] A structure of a liquid crystal display panel and

a method of manufacturing the same are provided, which can

prevent degradation of a display quality such as display

shading due to non-uniformity of a liquid crystal layer in

an entire region of a display screen at any temperature

within a usage temperature range, and can always keep a good

display quality in a display surface inclined from its

horizon in the liquid crystal display panel.

[Solving Means] A liquid crystal display panel is provided

in which transparent glass substrates 1 and 2 overlap each

other by means of a pillar shaped resin spacer 4, and a

sealant 3 is printed to the pillar shape to make both

substrates bonded each other. The pillar shaped resin spacer

4 is elastically deformed in its pressed direction so that

it has an initial stress and accumulates an elastic energy.

In this case, an amount of elastic deformation of the pillar

shaped resin spacer 4 is set such that the pillar shaped

resin spacer 4 at a position where a gap becomes the maximum

is compressed by both substrates and is elastically

compressed and deformed in a vertical direction of the

substrate at the highest temperature within a usage
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temperature range of the liquid crystal display panel in a

display surface inclined from its horizon in the liquid

crystal display panel,

[Claims]

[Claim 1] A liquid crystal display panel comprising two

transparent substrates facing each other with a

predetermined air gap being interposed therebetween by a

spacer, a frame shaped sealant bonding the substrates each

other, and a liquid crystal encapsulated inside the sealant

and the substrates, wherein the spacer is elastically

deformed such that the spacer at a position where the gap

becomes the maximum is compressed by the substrates and is

elastically compressed and deformed at the highest

temperature within a usage temperature range of the liquid

crystal display panel in a display surface inclined from its

horizon in the liquid crystal display panel.

[Claim 2] The liquid crystal display panel according to

claim 1, wherein a height of the sealant is set to be higher

than a height of the spacer to a degree that a bending

stress resulted from an assembly of the transparent

substrates remains

.

[Claim 3] The liquid crystal display panel according to

claim 1 or 2, wherein the spacers of which the total number

is less than the total number of the color pixels, have
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color pixels of three colors, and are approximately

uniformly arranged on the transparent substrate.

[Claim 4] The liquid crystal display panel according to

claim 3, wherein the spacer is arranged in the color pixel

of one or in the color pixels of two colors among the color

pixels

.

[Claim 5] The liquid crystal display panel according to

claim 3, wherein the color pixels of three colors are

arranged in a matrix shape, and other spacer is arranged in

the color pixel positioned in an inclined direction based on

any color pixel where one spacer is disposed.

[Claim 6] The liquid crystal display panel according to

claim 3, wherein the color pixels of three colors are

arranged in a matrix shape, and another spacer is arranged

in the color pixel at a position horizontally or vertically

moved by one color pixel or by two color pixels in a

direction orthogonal to the horizontal or the vertical

direction based on any color pixel where one spacer is

disposed.

[Claim 7] The liquid crystal display panel according to

claim 3, wherein the color pixels of three colors are

arranged in a matrix shape, and another spacer is arranged

by the color pixel having the same number of one or more in

horizontal and vertical directions.

[Claim 8] A liquid crystal display panel comprising two
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transparent substrates facing each other with a

predetermined air gap being interposed therebetween by a

spacer, a frame shaped sealant bonding the substrates each

other, and a liquid crystal encapsulated inside the sealant

and the substrates, wherein both of the substrates are bent

in the same direction as well as the horizontal direction in

a state that the substrates stand.

[Claim 9] A liquid crystal display panel comprising two

transparent substrates facing each other with a

predetermined air gap being interposed therebetween by a

spacer, a frame shaped sealant bonding the substrates each

other, and a liquid crystal encapsulated inside the sealant

and the substrates, wherein convex surfaces face each other

when a horizontal direction is also bent in a different

direction in a state that the substrates stand.

[Claim 10] A liquid crystal display panel comprising

two transparent substrates facing each other with a

predetermined air gap being interposed therebetween by a

spacer, a frame shaped sealant bonding the substrates each

other, and a liquid crystal encapsulated inside the sealant

and the substrates, wherein concave surface face each other

when a horizontal direction is also bent in a different

direction in a state that the substrates stand.

[Claim 11] A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal

display panel, comprising:
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a first process of charging the liquid crystal within

the liquid crystal display panel, the liquid crystal having

a volume less than a volume occupied by a space up to a top

end of the spacer of a natural length from one peripheral

surface among spaces inside the sealant after the spacer and

the sealant positioned around the spacer are formed at the

one peripheral surface of one transparent substrate between

the two transparent substrates constituting the liquid

crystal display panel; and

a second process of decreasing the volume within the

liquid crystal display panel by elastically deforming the

spacer or the spacer and the substrates overlapping each

other.

whereby the liquid crystal is encapsulated within the

liquid crystal display panel while an amount of discharging

the liquid crystal is suppressed.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Technical Field of the Invention]

The present invention relates to a liquid crystal

display panel and a method of manufacturing the same.

[0002]

[Description of the Related Art]

The liquid crystal display panel is composed of a pair
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of transparent substrates (glass substrates) overlapping

each other by means of a spacer, a frame shaped sealant

bonding the substrates, and a liquid crystal encapsulated

within an air gap surrounding the sealant and the substrates.

In this case, the spacer is disposed between the pair of

substrates, and serves to uniformly keep the air gap between

the substrates to a predetermined value, and as a result of

this, a liquid crystal layer having a uniform thickness can

be formed and a uniform display quality can be ensured.

[0003]

From the related art, examples of the space include a

spherical spacer like a plastic bead scattered on the

substrate, or a pillar shaped resin spacer which is disposed

on a specific position on the substrate by means of a

lithography technique of applying a photosensitive resin on

the substrate and carrying out exposure and development.

When the spherical spacer to be scattered on the substrate

is employed, there is a problem that display shading may

occur due to the non-uniformity . of the scattering. The

pillar shaped resin spacer is a technique capable of

overcoming this problem. In addition, the air gap between

the substrates, and a thickness of the liquid crystal can be

freely controlled and can be uniformly formed by adjusting

an amount of applying the photosensitive resin.

[0004]
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However, in a room temperature state, the air gap

between the substrates of the liquid crystal display panel

is constantly kept by the spacers disposed between the

substrates, which allows the thickness of the liquid crystal

layer encapsulated between the substrates to be uniformly

kept. However, in a high temperature state (e.g., 40°C or

more), the liquid crystal encapsulated between the

substrates is thermally expanded, and a pressure due to this

expansion causes the substrate to be distorted like rippling,

which causes the thickness of the liquid crystal between the

substrates to be partially non-uniform, which in turn causes

a contrast of the display to be non-uniform, which leads to

degradation of the display quality. In particular, in the

liquid crystal display panel having a large screen of the

large substrate, the pressure due to the thermal expansion

of the liquid crystal causes the substrate to be relatively

significantly distorted, so that the degradation of the

display quality becomes serious.

[0005]

To cope with such problems, a liquid crystal display

panel is proposed in the Japanese Patent Publication No.

1996-15708, in which a pair of transparent substrate is

bonded each other by means of a frame shaped sealant, and a

liquid crystal is encapsulated within an air gap between the

substrates, and two kinds of spacers having a diameter
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larger than the spacers in a free state and having an

elasticity with the plurality of hardened spacers are

scattered between the substrates. According to the Japanese

Patent Publication No. 1996-15708, the spacer having an

elasticity in a room temperature is elastically deformed by

a pressure of overlapping the substrates so that its size

almost equals to the size of the hardened spacer, . and the

air gap between the substrates is constantly kept by these

spacers so that the thickness of the liquid crystal

encapsulated between the substrates are also uniformly kept

per each section thereof. And when a temperature around the

liquid crystal display panel from this state increases to a

high temperature of about 40°C, the liquid crystal

encapsulated between the substrates is thermally expanded.

And the pressure resulted from the expansion of the liquid

crystal causes the substrate to be swollen toward its

outside. When the substrate is deformed to be swollen toward

its outside, each spacer which is elastically compressed in

response to the deformation has an increased diameter by

means of the elasticity of the spacer. And each spacer

having the increased diameter allows each section of the

substrate to be supported, so that the substrate is not

distorted like rippling, and the air gap between the

substrates can be almost uniformly kept over its entire

surface, which in turn allows the thickness of the liquid
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crystal encapsulated between the substrates to be almost

uniform at each section thereof, so that the non-uniformity

does not occur at the contrast of the display.

[0006]

[Problems to be Solved by the Invention]

However, when the liquid crystal display panel of which

a display surface is inclined from a horizontal direction is

used, the liquid crystal display panel of the Japanese

Patent Publication No. 1996-15708 has the problems as

follows. That is, when a plurality of hardened spacers are

spherical spacers like plastic beads, the hardened spacers

which are not held between the substrates at a high

temperature may be moved to be maldistributed due to an

impact or the like applied to the liquid crystal display

panel or a difference of specific gravities with the liquid

crystal. As such, when the plurality of hardened spacers are

maldistributed and then returned to a normal temperature,

unevenness may occur in the panel section to cause display

shading. In addition, when the plurality of hardened spacers

are pillar shaped resin spacers, bottom surfaces of the

pillar shaped resin spacers are bonded to the substrate, so

that dropping is prevented. However, when the display

surface of the liquid crystal display panel is inclined from

a horizontal direction, the pressure applied by the liquid

crystal toward the substrate increases at a lower position
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and becomes maximum at the lower side of the panel as

compared to the horizontal state of the display surface. The

increased pressure causes the substrates to be moved outward

by the liquid crystal at the lower side of the panel, and a

portion of the liquid crystal is moved downward the panel

along the increase of the air gap so that a positional

energy of the liquid crystal decreases. Since the portion of

the liquid crystal is moved downward the panel, the air gap

between the substrates at the upper side of the panel

decrease so that the compressed force applied to the spacer

increases. In this case, it can be described that the

decreased amount of the positional energy of the liquid

crystal is consumed in deformation of members constituting

the panel other than the glass substrate, spacer. When such

changes occur in the panel, the upper end of the spacer

disposed at the lower side of the panel is detached from the

counter substrate. This phenomenon may have a low

probability of occurrence at a room temperature, however,

the probability increases when the temperature increases.

The reason is because that the air gap between the

substrates increases due to the pressure resulted from the

thermal expansion at the high temperature so that an elastic

compressed distortion of the spacer is little left. When the

elastic compressed distortion of the spacer is little left

and the air gap increases, the detachment of the spacer is
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apt to occur. The spacer of which the upper end is detached

from the counter substrate is regarded as worthless which

does not act as a gap retention member, so that the lower

region of the panel where the gap retention member is not

present has a non-uniform liquid crystal layer, which thus

may cause a display shading, and a thickness of the liquid

crystal layer exceeds the threshold value when the spacer is

more detached from the counter substrate, so that the

display shading inevitably occurs.

[0007]

An object of the present invention is to provide a

liquid crystal display panel and a method of manufacturing

the same are provided, which can prevent degradation of a

display quality such as display shading due to non-

uniformity of a liquid crystal layer in an entire region of

a display screen at any temperature within a usage

temperature range, and can always keep a good display

quality in a display surface inclined from its horizon in

the liquid crystal display panel. In addition, another

object of the present invention is to provide the method,

which preferably manufactures the liquid crystal display

panel, and contributes to reduce the load of pressing and

discharging the liquid crystal and the time of charging the

liquid crystal.

[0008]
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[Means for Solving the Problems]

In order to accomplish the above-mentioned objects, the

first invention provides a liquid crystal display panel

comprising two transparent substrates facing each other with

a predetermined air gap being interposed therebetween by a

spacer, a frame shaped sealant bonding the substrates each

other, and a liquid crystal encapsulated inside the sealant

and the substrates, wherein the spacer is elastically

deformed such that the spacer at a position where the gap

becomes the maximum is compressed by the substrates and is

elastically compressed and deformed at the highest

temperature within a usage temperature range of the liquid

crystal display panel in a display surface inclined from its

horizon in the liquid crystal display panel.

[0009]

Therefore, according to the liquid crystal display

panel of the first invention, even in a state that the

display surface of the liquid crystal display panel is

inclined from a horizontal direction at a maximum

temperature within the usage temperature range of the liquid

crystal display panel, the spacer is compressed by both

substrates and is elastically deformed in a direction

orthogonal to the substrate, so that it is always compressed

by the both substrates and is elastically compressed and

deformed in a direction orthogonal to the substrate at any
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temperature in the usage temperature range of the liquid

crystal display panel. That is, the panel structure having

such properties has an assemble stress in the compressed

direction of the spacer. An external force required to

increase the distortion by the same amount on any specific

elastic member increase more in a case that the elastic

member is deformed in a state having an assemble stress

(initial stress) other than a state having the elastic

member of free state. That is, the case of having the

assemble stress (initial stress) has a higher resistivity to

the deformation. Thus, according to the liquid crystal

display panel of the first invention, the external force

required for the same deformation amount is higher than the

liquid crystal display which does not cause the assemble

stress (initial stress) to the spacer so that an intensity

to the deformation of the structure is enhanced. Therefore,

according to the liquid crystal display panel of the first

invention, the deformation amount of the panel structure can

be made less when a thermal energy is supplied to the liquid

crystal and a change in the internal pressure occurs in the

liquid crystal, or when a change in the internal stress

locally occurs in the liquid crystal due to a change in

length in a gravity direction of the liquid crystal when the

liquid crystal display panel is inclined from its horizontal

direction or stand vertically. Since the deformation amount
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of the panel structure is small, the change in the air gap

between the transparent substrates facing each other is also

small, so that the change of the pressure of the liquid

crystal layer can be suppressed to a low level. Accordingly,

the display shading can be prevented from occurring in a

region near the lower side of the display screen occurred

when the display surface of the liquid crystal display panel

is inclined from a horizontal direction in the related art.

In addition, the upper end of the spacer is not detached

from the counter substrate, so that the spacer can always

act as a gap retention member and uniformly retain the

liquid crystal layer.

[0010]

In addition, the second invention of the present

application is characterized in that a height of the sealant

is set to be higher than a height of the spacer to a degree

that a bending stress resulted from an assembly of the

transparent substrates remains.

[0011]

Thus, according to the liquid crystal display panel of

the second invention, as is done in the first invention of

the present application, a height of the sealant is set to

be higher than a height of the spacer to a degree that a

bending stress resulted from an assembly of the transparent

substrates remains, so that the bending moment is applied to
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the transparent by assembling, which has a bending stress as

the assembling stress (initial stress) . Thus, according to

the liquid crystal display panel of the second invention,

the deformation amount of the panel structure can be made

less when a thermal energy is supplied to the liquid crystal

and a change in the internal pressure occurs in the liquid

crystal, or when a change in the internal stress locally

occurs in the liquid crystal due to a change in length in a

gravity direction of the liquid crystal when the liquid

crystal display panel is inclined from its horizontal

direction or stand vertically. Since the deformation amount

of the panel structure is small, the change in the air gap

between the transparent substrates facing each other is also

small, so that the change of the pressure of the liquid

crystal layer can be suppressed to a low level. Accordingly,

the display shading can be prevented from occurring in a

region near the lower side of the display screen occurred

when the display surface of the liquid crystal display panel

is inclined from a horizontal direction in the related art.

In addition, the upper end of the spacer is not detached

from the counter substrate, so that the spacer can always

act as a gap retention member and uniformly retain the

liquid crystal layer.

[0012]

When the external stress applied to the panel structure
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is set to a constant value, in order to obtain a structure

which is not easily deformed by increasing the value of the

initial stress, reducing the total cross-sectional area of

the spacer is one means . The total cross-sectional area of

the spacer is obtained by adding the cross-sectional area of

the spacer for all spacers, and when the cross-sectional

area of the spacer is regarded as almost same in all of the

spacers, it is represented by the value which is multiplied

with the cross-sectional area of one spacer and the total

number of the spacers. Accordingly, it is required to reduce

the total number of the spacers in order to make the total

cross-sectional area of the spacer or the cross-sectional

area of one spacer. However, when the cross-sectional area

of one spacer decreases, an effect of the error affecting

the formation of the spacer increases, so that there is a

limit in decreasing the cross-sectional area of the spacer.

Accordingly, it becomes effective to decrease the total

cross-sectional area of the spacer by reducing the total

number of the spacers.

[0013]

Accordingly, the third invention is characterized in

that the spacers whose total number is less than the total

number of the color pixels, have color pixels of three

colors, and are approximately uniformly arranged on the

transparent substrate in the liquid crystal display panel of
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the first or second invention.

[0014]

That is, according to the method of disposing the

pillar shaped resin spacer to a specific position by means

of a lithography technique of applying a photosensitive

resin on the transparent substrate and carrying out exposure

and development, the liquid crystal panel of the third

invention can be readily manufactured.

[0015]

Another specific means obtained from the advantages

same as the third invention is disclosed in the fourth to

seventh inventions of the present application. In addition,

the liquid crystal display panel of the third invention is a

color liquid crystal display panel based on the fact that it

has color pixels of three colors. The color liquid crystal

display panel has a color pixel in which color filters of

red (R) , green (G) , and blue (B) colors are respectively

disposed. In addition, when one pixel is referred, it means

the one group of RGB, however, may mean one unit of each of

the RGB when one color pixel is referred.

[0016]

The liquid crystal display panel of the fourth

invention is characterized in that the spacer is arranged in

the color pixel of one or in the color pixels of two colors

among the color pixels in the liquid crystal display panel
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of the third invention.

[0017]

The liquid crystal display panel of the fourth

invention employs a structure that the spacers are disposed

only in the R color, or a structure that the spacers are

disposed in R and G colors. In addition, *the spacer is

disposed in the color pixel' is expressed, however, the

spacer is disposed on a light shielding region around the

color pixel for retaining the display quality at the time of

actually disposing the spacers. According to the liquid

crystal display panel of the fourth invention, the total

number of the spacers is reduced to one third or two thirds

of the total number of the color pixels and the spacers are

uniformly disposed on the transparent substrate, thereby

obtaining a structure which is not easily deformed, a

uniform air gap between the substrates, and retaining the

liquid crystal layer having the uniform thickness.

[0018]

In addition, the fifth invention is characterized in

that the color pixels of three colors are arranged in a

matrix shape, and other spacer is arranged in the color

pixel positioned in an inclined direction based on any color

pixel where one spacer is disposed in the liquid crystal

display panel of the third invention.

[0019]
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Examples of the spacer meeting the condition that

^another spacer is disposed in the color pixel positioned in

an inclined direction based on any color pixel where one

spacer is disposed' may include, spacers at both

neighborhoods in a vertical direction of any color pixel

where the spacer is disposed. Such examples are shown in Fig.

3C. Fig. 3 illustrates a spacer arrangement in the present

invention, in which color pixels of RGB disposed in a matrix

shape are shown as a substrate shape, and 0 marks are

illustrated in the color pixels where the spacer is disposed.

According to the liquid crystal display panel of the fifth

invention, the total number of the spacers is reduced to one

half of the total number of the color pixels and the spacers

are uniformly disposed on the transparent substrate, thereby

obtaining a structure which is not easily deformed, a

uniform air gap between the substrates, and retaining the

liquid crystal layer having the uniform thickness.

[0020]

In addition, the sixth invention is characterized in

that the color pixels of three colors are arranged in a

matrix shape, and another spacer is arranged in the color

pixel at a position horizontally or vertically moved by one

color pixel or by two color pixels in a direction orthogonal

to the horizontal or the vertical direction based on any

color pixel where one spacer is disposed in the liquid
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crystal display panel of the third invention 3.

[0021]

Fig. 3B shows the spacer arrangement of the liquid

crystal display panel of the sixth embodiment. In this case,

the total number of the spacers is one fourth of the total

number of the color pixels. The expression 'degree' is for

the consideration that the row or column of the color pixel

arrangement may not be a multiple of two. Thus, according to

the liquid crystal display panel of the sixth embodiment,

the total number of the spacers is reduced to one fourth of

the total number of the color pixels and the spacers are

uniformly disposed on the transparent substrate, thereby

obtaining a structure which is not easily deformed, a

uniform air gap between the substrates, and retaining the

liquid crystal layer having the uniform thickness.

[0022]

In addition, the seventh invention is characterized in

that the color pixels of three colors are arranged in a

matrix shape, and another spacer is arranged by the color

pixel having the same number of one or more in horizontal

and vertical directions in the liquid crystal display panel

of the third invention.

[0023]

In the liquid crystal display panel of the seventh

invention, Fig. 3C shows the spacer arrangement that another
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spacer is disposed by every one color pixel in a vertical

direction based on any color pixel where one spacer is

disposed. In this case, the total number of the spacers is

one fourth of the total number of the color pixels. The

expression ^degree' is for the consideration that the row or

column of the color pixel arrangement may not be a multiple

of two. In addition, Fig. 3C shows the spacer arrangement

that another spacer is disposed by every two color pixels in

a vertical direction based on any color pixel where one

spacer is disposed. In this case, the total number of the

spacers is one ninth of the total number of the color pixels.

The expression ^degree' is for the consideration that the

row or column of the color pixel arrangement may not be a

multiple of three. Thus, according to the liquid crystal

display panel of the ninth embodiment, the total number of

the spacers is reduced to one ninth of the total number of

the color pixels and the spacers are uniformly disposed on

the transparent substrate, thereby obtaining a structure

which is not easily deformed, a uniform air gap between the

substrates, and retaining the liquid crystal layer having

the uniform thickness.

[0024]

In addition, the eighth invention of the present

application is one which includes two transparent substrates

facing each other with a predetermined air gap being
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interposed therebetween by a spacer, a frame shaped sealant

bonding the substrates each other, and a liquid crystal

encapsulated inside the sealant and the substrates, wherein

both of the substrates are bent in the same direction as

well as the horizontal direction in a state that the

substrates stand.

[0025]

Fig. 4 shows an example of the liquid crystal display

panel of the eighth invention. Reference numerals 1 and 2

denote transparent substrates, and 3 denotes a sealant. For

example, the liquid crystal display panel of the eleventh

embodiment can be manufactured by curing the sealant while

making them bent in a horizontal direction and the same

direction to make convex surfaces of the both substrates

face each other when they stand up. In addition, configuring

the transparent substrates 1 and 2 using the already bent

glass substrates can also manufacture the liquid crystal

display panel of the eleventh embodiment. Therefore,

according to the liquid crystal display panel of the

eleventh embodiment, the substrates are bent in the

horizontal direction and another direction to make the

concave surfaces face each other while they stand, so that

the bending rigidness to the bending moment having an axis

in the horizontal direction increases so that the bending

deformation is less likely to occur. That is, the change in
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the air gap of each section of the vertical direction of the

liquid crystal panel can be suppressed even when a change in

the internal pressure of the liquid crystal occurs, so that

the display shading at a region near the lower side of the

display screen can be suppressed.

[0026]

In addition, the ninth invention is characterized in

that the liquid crystal display panel includes two

transparent substrates facing each other with a

predetermined air gap being interposed therebetween by a

spacer, a frame shaped sealant bonding the substrates each

other, and a liquid crystal encapsulated inside the sealant

and the substrates, wherein convex surfaces face each other

when a horizontal direction is also bent in a different

direction in a state that the substrates stand.

[0027]

Fig. 5 is a perspective view illustrating an appearance

of the liquid crystal display panel in accordance with the

ninth embodiment of the present invention. Reference

numerals 1 and 2 denote transparent substrates, and 3

denotes a sealant. For example, As shown in Fig. 5 for the

transparent substrates 1 and 2, the liquid crystal display

panel of the ninth embodiment can be manufactured by curing

the sealant while making them bent in a horizontal direction

and the same direction to make convex surfaces of the both
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substrates face each other when they stand up. In addition,

configuring the transparent substrates 1 and 2 using the

already bent glass substrates can also manufacture the

liquid crystal display panel of the ninth embodiment.

Therefore, according to the liquid crystal display panel of

the ninth embodiment, the substrates are bent in the

horizontal direction and another direction to make the

concave surfaces face each other while they stand, so that

the bending rigidness to the bending moment having an axis

in the horizontal direction increases so that the bending

deformation is less likely to occur. That is, the change in

the air gap of each section of the vertical direction of the

liquid crystal panel can be suppressed even when a change in

the internal pressure of the liquid crystal occurs, so that

the display shading at a region near the lower side of the

display screen can be suppressed.

[0028]

In addition, the tenth invention is characterized in

that the liquid crystal display panel include two

transparent substrates facing each other with a

predetermined air gap being interposed therebetween by a

spacer, a frame shaped sealant bonding the substrates each

other, and a liquid crystal encapsulated inside the sealant

and the substrates, wherein concave surface face each other

when a horizontal direction is also bent in a different
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direction in a state that the substrates stand.

[0029]

Fig. 6 is a perspective view illustrating an appearance

of the liquid crystal display panel in accordance with the

tenth embodiment of the present invention. Reference

numerals 1 and 2 denote transparent substrates, and 3

denotes a sealant. For example, As shown in Fig. 5 for the

transparent substrates 1 and 2, the liquid crystal display

panel of the tenth embodiment can be manufactured by curing

the sealant while making them bent in a horizontal direction

and the same direction to make convex surfaces of the both

substrates face each other when they stand up. In addition,

configuring the transparent substrates 1 and 2 using the

already bent glass substrates can also manufacture the

liquid crystal display panel of the tenth embodiment.

Therefore, according to the liquid crystal display panel of

the ninth embodiment, the substrates are bent in the

horizontal direction and another direction to make the

concave surfaces face each other while they stand, so that

the bending rigidness to the bending moment having an axis

in the horizontal direction increases so that the bending

deformation is less likely to occur. That is, the change in

the air gap of each section of the vertical direction of the

liquid crystal panel can be suppressed even when a change in

the internal pressure of the liquid crystal occurs, so that
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the display shading at a region near the lower side of the

display screen can be suppressed.

[0030]

In addition, the eleventh invention is characterized in

that the method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display

panel, includes a first process of charging the liquid

crystal within the liquid crystal display panel, the liquid

crystal having a volume less than a volume occupied by a

space up to a top end of the spacer of a natural length from

one peripheral surface among spaces inside the sealant after

the spacer and the sealant positioned around the spacer are

formed at the one peripheral surface of one transparent

substrate between the two transparent substrates

constituting the liquid crystal display panel; and a second

process of decreasing the volume within the liquid crystal

display panel by elastically deforming the spacer or the

spacer and the substrates overlapping each other, whereby

the liquid crystal is encapsulated within the liquid crystal

display panel while an amount of discharging the liquid

crystal is suppressed.

[0031]

Therefore, according to the method of manufacturing the

liquid crystal display panel of the eleventh invention,

which thus contributes to reduce the load of pressing and

discharging the liquid crystal and the time of charging the
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liquid crystal.

[0032]

[Embodiments]

Hereinafter, a liquid crystal display panel and a

method of manufacturing the same of embodiments of the

present invention will be further illustrated with reference

to the attached drawings. The present invention is not

limited these embodiments. In addition, the pillar shaped

resin spacer is employed as one manufactured by a

lithography technique, however, a spherical spacer such as a

plastic bead may be employed instead. In addition, the

pillar shaped resin spacer may be formed of a transparent

photosensitive resin, an acrylic transparent photosensitive

resin or a polyimide transparent photosensitive resin may be

employed as the transparent photosensitive resin.

[0033]

First embodiment

First, the liquid crystal display panel of the first

embodiment of the present invention will be described with

reference to Fig. 1. Fig. 1 is a schematic cross-sectional

view illustrating a liquid crystal display panel according

to a first embodiment of the present invention in which

number, shape, value or the like of each section is

exaggerated and omitted.

[0034]
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A basic structure of the liquid crystal display panel

of the present invention is composed of transparent glass

substrates 1 and 2, a sealant 3, and a pillar shaped resin

spacer 4. Fig. 1A shows the state before the transparent

glass substrate 1 and the transparent glass substrate 2 are

bonded to each other, and Fig. IB shows that a liquid

crystal 5 is injected and a liquid crystal inlet (not shown)

is encapsulated at a room temperature, thereby illustrating

a completed liquid crystal display panel. As shown in FIG.

1A, the pillar shaped resin spacer 4 before bonding the

transparent substrates each other has a natural length

longer than the length of the pillar shaped resin spacer 4

in the completed state shown in Fig. IB. The pillar shaped

resin spacer 4 has an initial stress which is elastically

deformed in a compressed direction as a vertical direction

when the transparent glass substrate 1 is taken as a horizon

in the completed state shown in Fig. IB, and is collecting

an elastic energy.

[0035]

Fig. 1C shows that the liquid crystal 5 is kept at a

high temperature in the completed liquid crystal display

panel. When the liquid crystal 5 is present at the high

temperature, the liquid crystal 5 is thermally expanded to

enlarge the air gap between the transparent glass substrate

1 and the transparent glass substrate 2. However, the liquid
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crystal display panel of the first embodiment has an

assemble stress (initial stress) in the pillar shaped resin

spacer 4, so that the increase in the air gap is suppressed

to a lower level as compared to the case that the resin

spacer does not have the initial stress.

[0036]

Fig. ID shows that the display surface of the liquid

crystal display panel is inclined from its horizontal

surface from the state of Fig. 1C. the pillar shaped resin

spacer 4 before bonding the transparent substrates each

other has a natural length longer than the length of the

pillar shaped resin spacer 4 in the completed state shown in

Fig. IB. The pillar shaped resin spacer 4 has an initial

stress which is elastically deformed in a compressed

direction as a vertical direction when the transparent glass

substrate 1 is taken as a horizon in the completed state

shown in Fig. IB, and is collecting an elastic energy.

[0037]

Referring to Fig. 1A, the length (height) of the pillar

shaped resin spacer 4 is exaggerated. The actual natural

value of the pillar shaped resin spacer 4 is about 4.1|Jm

when the air gap between the transparent glass substrate 1

and the transparent glass substrate 2 is 4(Jm.

[0038]

Second embodiment
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Next, the liquid crystal display panel of the second

embodiment of the present invention will be described with

reference to Fig. 2. Fig. 2 is a schematic cross-sectional

view illustrating a liquid crystal display panel according

to a second embodiment of the present invention in which

number, shape, value or the like of each section is

exaggerated and omitted. Fig. 2A shows the state before the

transparent glass substrate 1 and the transparent glass

substrate 2 are bonded to each other, and Fig. 2B shows that

a liquid crystal 5 is injected and a liquid crystal inlet

(not shown) is encapsulated at a room temperature, thereby

illustrating a completed liquid crystal display panel.

[0039]

The liquid crystal display panel of the second

embodiment is different from the liquid crystal display

panel of the first embodiment in that a height of the

sealant 3 is set to be higher than a height of the pillar

shaped resin spacer 4 to a degree that the bending stress

due to assemble remains in the transparent glass substrate 1

and the transparent glass substrate 2. The height of the

sealant 3 may be set to be higher than the height of the

natural length of the pillar shaped resin spacer 4 before

compression, or may be set to be equal to the height of the

natural length of the pillar shaped resin spacer 4 or less

before compression and to be higher than the height of the
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natural length of the pillar shaped resin spacer 4 after

compression. That is, as shown in Fig. 2B, in the completed

state, it is necessary that a height of the sealant 3 is set

to be higher than a height of the pillar shaped resin spacer

4 to a degree that the bending stress due to assemble

remains in the transparent glass substrate 1 and the

transparent glass substrate 2. That is, at a room

temperature, the transparent glass substrate 1 and the

transparent glass substrate 2 are subject to the bending

moment by assemble, and are deformed with its inner surface

being convex and its outer surface being concave, and have

the bending stress as the assemble stress (initial stress)

.

[0040]

It is required to select the sealant formed of a

hardened material enough to set the height of the sealant 3

as described above and achieve the maintaining purpose.

However, a method of mixing the sealant with a hardened

material such as glass or plastic is usually employed.

[0041]

In the liquid crystal display panel of the second

embodiment, by means of the pillar shaped resin spacer 4 and

the assemble stress (initial stress) occurring between the

transparent glass substrate 1 and the transparent glass

substrate 2, the air gap between the transparent glass

substrate 1 and the transparent glass substrate 2 can be
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further suppressed from increasing, and display shading can

also be suppressed from occurring as compared to the liquid

crystal display panel of the first embodiment.

[0042]

Next, a method of manufacturing the liquid crystal

display panel of an embodiment of the present invention will

be described (third embodiment, fourth embodiment, and fifth

embodiment) . Both substrates are bonded each other in which

required transparent electrode, orientation layer and so

forth are formed in each manufacture of the liquid crystal

display panel. This is referred to as a bonding process.

After the bonding process is carried out, a liquid crystal

is injected into the liquid crystal display panel. This is

referred to a process of injecting the liquid crystal. A

general method of injecting the liquid crystal includes a

vacuum method. In addition, after the process of injecting

the liquid crystal. is carried out, the liquid crystal inlet

is encapsulated. This is referred to as an encapsulation

process. The encapsulation process of compressing the panel

at the time of the encapsulation process is also referred to

as compressed encapsulation process.

[0043]

Third embodiment

A method of manufacturing the liquid crystal display

panel of the third embodiment is as follows. First, both
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substrates shown in Fig. 1A or 2A are bonded to each other,

and the sealant 3 is then cured.

[0044]

The liquid crystal display panel in which the liquid

crystal inlet is disposed at the sealant 3 is put into the

vacuum device, which is then exhausted in the space between

the transparent glass substrate 1 and the transparent glass

substrate 2 of the liquid crystal display panel by the

vacuum exhaust device connected to the vacuum device. In

this case, the liquid crystal tub is put into the vacuum

device, and the liquid crystal inlet is immersed into the

liquid crystal tub where the liquid crystal is present. In

this state, the inside of the vacuum device is slowly

delivered to the atmospheric pressure, and the liquid

crystal is injected into the liquid crystal display panel by

the vacuum inside the liquid crystal display panel and a

difference between the pressure within the vacuum device.

Accordingly, it is possible to inject the liquid crystal

until the pressure difference becomes balanced. About 10

hours are required to fill with the liquid crystal the air

gap surrounded by the sealant and the both substrates of the

liquid crystal display panel. The liquid crystal is filled

within the air gap, and the compressed encapsulation process

is carried out. The encapsulating material is then cured. By

controlling the elastic deformed component of the compressed
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deformation of the pillar shaped resin spacer 4 occurring

due to the compression of the compressing member, and the

elastic deformed component of the bending deformation of the

transparent glass substrates 1 and 2, the liguid crystal

display panel shown in Fig. IB or 2B can be obtained.

[0045]

Fourth embodiment

In addition, a method of manufacturing a liquid crystal

display panel of the fourth embodiment including another

process of injecting the liquid crystal, and an

encapsulation process will be described. The transparent

glass substrate 1 and the transparent glass substrate 2 are

compressed and a portion of the liquid crystal within the

panel is leaked out in the method of manufacturing the

liquid crystal display panel of the third embodiment,

however, in the method of manufacturing the liquid crystal

display panel of the fourth embodiment, the process of

injecting the liquid crystal is terminated before the air

gap surrounded by the sealant and the substrate of the

liquid crystal display panel is filled with the liquid

crystal in consideration of the amount of discharged liquid

crystals. That is, the transparent glass substrates 1 and 2

are deformed by bending, and the pillar shaped resin spacer

4 is held between the transparent glass substrates 1 and 2

and deformed by compression, and a volume within the panel
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is reduced. The volume decreases, however, the liquid

crystal is not discharged because the amount of charging the

liquid crystal is made to be less than the initial volume.

Even when the liquid crystal is discharged, the amount of

the liquid crystal flowing out of the upper end of the

sealant 3 is not significant. Accordingly, transparent glass

substrates 1 and 2 are boned each other. Compression is then

released, and the lower platen is slid for destaticizing,

and the liquid crystal display panel is taken out and

transferred to the process of curing the sealant. The

encapsulating material is then cured. By controlling the

elastic deformed component of the compressed deformation of

the pillar shaped resin spacer 4 occurring due to the

compression of the compressing member, and the elastic

deformed component of the bending deformation of the

transparent glass substrates 1 and 2, the liquid crystal

display panel shown in Fig. IB or 2B can be obtained.

[0046]

By means of the process of injecting the liquid crystal,

the method of manufacturing the liquid crystal display panel

of the third embodiment can . reduce the time of injecting the

liquid crystal so that the load of compressing and

discharging the liquid crystal can be alleviated. The amount

of injecting the liquid crystal can be controlled by the

time of injecting the same in the process of injecting the
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liquid crystal.

[0047]

Fifth embodiment

In addition, a method of manufacturing the liquid

crystal display panel of the fifth embodiment employing the

process of liquid crystal dropping and bonding. In the

method of manufacturing the liquid crystal display panel of

the third or fourth embodiment, after the bonding process is

carried out, the liquid crystal is injected into the panel

in the process of injecting the liquid crystal. The method

of manufacturing the liquid crystal display panel of the

fifth embodiment employs the process of liquid crystal

dropping and bonding for dropping the liquid crystal on the

lower substrate before bonding the substrates each other.

[0048]

The assembly device used in the process of liquid

crystal dropping and bonding is composed of a compression

device having an upper platen movable up and down and a

lower platen movable in a horizontal direction, and a vacuum

exhaust device capable of exhausting the atmosphere

surrounding the liquid crystal display panel with being fit

between the upper platen and the lower platen.

[0049]

In the process of dropping and bonding the liquid

crystal, the transparent glass substrate 2 is first
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electrically absorbed to the upper platen of the assembly

device. Next, the pillar shaped resin spacer 4 is disposed

as shown in Fig. 1A or 2A, and the transparent glass

substrate 1 as the lower substrate where the sealant 3 is

printed is absorbed to the lower platen of the assembly

device. In addition, the liquid crystal inlet is not

provided in the sealant 3.

[0050]

Next, a liquid crystal is dropped into a region

surrounded by the sealant 3 on the transparent glass

substrate 1 fixed in the lower platen. In this case, the

pillar shaped resin spacer 4 is still in a free state and

has a natural length. And the amount of dropping the liquid

crystal has a volume less than a volume occupied by a space

up to a top end of the spacer of a natural length from one

peripheral surface among spaces inside the sealant after the

spacer 4 and the sealant 3 positioned around the spacer are

formed at the one peripheral surface of one transparent

substrate 1 between the two transparent substrates

constituting the liquid crystal display panel. This is for

the sake of alleviating the load on compressing and

discharging the liquid crystal by extremely suppressing the

discharged amount of the liquid crystal and reducing the

time of dropping the liquid crystal. Accordingly, the amount

of dropping the liquid crystal is less than the initial
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volume to be used as the volume of the completion state.

Next, an atmosphere surrounding the liquid crystal display

panel fit between the upper platen and the lower platen.

[0051]

Subsequently, the compression of the upper platen is

made to increase, and the liquid crystal display panel is

compressed, so that the air gap between the transparent

glass substrate 1 and the transparent glass substrate 2 is

fine-adjusted to desired values. In this case, the

transparent glass substrates 1 and 2 are deformed by bending,

and the pillar shaped resin spacer 4 is held between the

transparent glass substrates 1 and 2 and deformed by

compression, and a volume within the panel is reduced. The

volume decreases, however, the liquid crystal is not

discharged because the amount of charging the liquid crystal

is made to be less than the initial volume. Even when the

liquid crystal is discharged, the amount of the liquid

crystal flowing out of the upper end of the sealant 3 is not

significant. Accordingly, transparent glass substrates 1 and

2 are boned each other. Compression is then released, and

the lower platen is slid for destaticizing, and the liquid

crystal display panel is taken out and transferred to the

process of curing the sealant.

[0052]

By controlling the elastic deformed component of the
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compressed deformation of the pillar shaped resin spacer 4

occurring due to the compression of the compressing member,

and the elastic deformed component of the bending

deformation of the transparent glass substrates 1 and 2, the

liquid crystal display panel shown in Fig. IB or 2B can be

obtained- According to this method, the method of

manufacturing the liquid crystal display panel of the fifth

embodiment can contribute to reduce the load of pressing and

discharging the liquid crystal and the time of charging the

liquid crystal.

[0053]

Hereinafter, each embodiment of the liquid crystal

display panel of third invention to seventh invention will

be described as sixth to ninth embodiments.

[0054]

Sixth embodiment

In the liquid crystal display panel of the sixth

embodiment, the spacer is arranged in the color pixel of one

or in the color pixels of two colors among the color pixels

.

[0055]

The liquid crystal display panel of the sixth invention

employs a structure that the spacers are disposed only in

the R color, or a structure that the spacers are disposed in

R and G colors. In addition, *the spacer is disposed in the

color pixel' is expressed, however, the spacer is disposed
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on a light shielding region around the color pixel for

retaining the display quality at the time of actually

disposing the spacers. According to the liquid crystal

display panel of the sixth invention, the total number of

the spacers is reduced to one third or two thirds of the

total number of the color pixels and the spacers are

uniformly disposed on the transparent substrate, thereby

obtaining a structure which is not easily deformed, a

uniform air gap between the substrates, and retaining the

liquid crystal layer having the uniform thickness.

[0056]

Seventh embodiment

The liquid crystal display panel of the seventh

embodiment is characterized in that color pixels of three

colors are disposed in a matrix shape, and other spacer is

arranged in the color pixel positioned in an inclined

direction based on any color pixel where one spacer is

disposed as shown in Fig. 3A. The spacers are not disposed

in the color pixels of both neighborhood of the vertical

direction and both neighborhoods of the horizontal direction

of any color pixel where the spacer is disposed, instead the

spacer is disposed in each of the color pixels which are

positioned upper right, lower right, upper left, and lower

left.

[0057]
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As shown in Fig. 3A, the spacers are arranged in

checkers in the liquid crystal display panel of the seventh

embodiment. Thus, according to the liquid crystal display

panel of the seventh embodiment , the total number of the

spacers is reduced to one half of the total number of the

color pixels and the spacers are uniformly disposed on the

transparent substrate, thereby obtaining a structure which

is not easily deformed, a uniform air gap between the

substrates, and retaining the liquid crystal layer having

the uniform thickness.

[0058]

Eighth embodiment

In addition, in accordance with the liquid crystal

display panel of the eighth embodiment, the color pixels of

three colors are arranged in a matrix shape, and another

spacer is arranged in the color pixel at a position

horizontally or vertically moved by one color pixel or by

two color pixels in a direction orthogonal to the horizontal

or the vertical direction based on any color pixel where one

spacer is disposed.

[0059]

Fig. 3B shows the spacer arrangement of the liquid

crystal display panel of the eighth embodiment. In this case,

the total number of the spacers is one fourth of the total

number of the color pixels. The expression 'degree' is for
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the consideration that the row or column of the color pixel

arrangement may not be a multiple of two. Thus, according to

the liquid crystal display panel of the eighth embodiment,

the total number of the spacers is reduced to one fourth of

the total number of the color pixels and the spacers are

uniformly disposed on the transparent substrate, thereby

obtaining a structure which is not easily deformed, a

uniform air gap between the substrates, and retaining the

liquid crystal layer having the uniform thickness,

[0060]

Ninth embodiment

In addition, in accordance with the liquid crystal

display panel of the ninth embodiment, the color pixels of

three colors are arranged in a matrix shape, and another

spacer is arranged by the color pixel having the same number

of one or more in horizontal and vertical directions.

[0061]

Fig. 3C shows the spacer arrangement that another

spacer is disposed by every one color pixel in a vertical

direction based on any color pixel where one spacer is

disposed. In this case, the total number of the spacers is

one fourth of the total number of the color pixels. The

expression 'degree' is for the consideration that the row or

column of the color pixel arrangement may not be a multiple

of two. In addition, Fig. 3C shows the spacer arrangement
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that another spacer is disposed by every two color pixels in

a vertical direction based on any color pixel where one

spacer is disposed. In this case, the total number of the

spacers is one ninth of the total number of the color pixels.

The expression 'degree' is for the consideration that the

row or column of the color pixel arrangement may not be a

multiple of three. Thus, according to the liquid crystal

display panel of the ninth embodiment, the total number of

the spacers is reduced to one ninth of the total number of

the color pixels and the spacers are uniformly disposed on

the transparent substrate, thereby obtaining a structure

which is not easily deformed, a uniform air gap between the

substrates, and retaining the liquid crystal layer having

the uniform thickness.

[0062]

Tenth embodiment

Next, a liquid crystal display panel of the tenth

embodiment will be described with reference to Fig. 4. Fig.

4 is a perspective view illustrating an appearance of the

liquid crystal display panel in accordance with the tenth

embodiment of the present invention. The liquid crystal

display panel of the eleventh embodiment is one which

includes two transparent glass substrates 1 and 2 facing

each other with a predetermined air gap being interposed

therebetween by a spacer (not shown) , a frame shaped sealant
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3 bonding the substrates each other, and a liquid crystal

encapsulated inside the sealant and the substrates, wherein

convex surfaces face each other when a horizontal direction

is also bent in a different direction in a state that the

substrates 1 and 2 stand.

[0063]

As shown in Fig. 4 for the transparent substrates 1 and

2, the liquid crystal display panel of the eleventh

embodiment can be manufactured by curing the sealant while

making them bent in a horizontal direction and the same

direction to make convex surfaces of the both substrates

face each other when they stand up. In addition, configuring

the transparent substrates 1 and 2 using the already bent

glass substrates can also manufacture the liquid crystal

display panel of the eleventh embodiment. Therefore,

according to the liquid crystal display panel of the

eleventh embodiment, the substrates are bent in the

horizontal direction and another direction to make the

concave surfaces face each other while they stand, so that

the bending rigidness to the bending moment having an axis

in the horizontal direction increases so that the bending

deformation is less likely to occur. That is, the change in

the air gap of each section of the vertical direction of the

liquid crystal panel can be suppressed even when a change in

the internal pressure of the liquid crystal occurs, so that
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the display shading at a region near the lower side of the

display screen can be suppressed.

[0064]

Eleventh embodiment

Next, a liquid crystal display panel of the eleventh

embodiment will be described with reference to Fig. 5. Fig.

5 is a perspective view illustrating an appearance of the

liquid crystal display panel in accordance with the eleventh

embodiment of the present invention in which rates of

curvature of the transparent glass substrates 1 and 2 are

exaggerated. The liquid crystal display panel of the

eleventh embodiment is one which includes two transparent

glass substrates 1 and 2 facing each other with a

predetermined air gap being interposed therebetween by a

spacer (not shown) , a frame shaped sealant 3 bonding the

substrates each other, and a liquid crystal encapsulated

inside the sealant and the substrates, wherein convex

surfaces face each other when a horizontal direction is also

bent in a different direction in a state that the substrates

1 and 2 stand.

[0065]

As shown in Fig. 5 for the transparent substrates 1 and

2, the liquid crystal display panel of the eleventh

embodiment can be manufactured by curing the sealant while

making them bent in a horizontal direction and another
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direction to make convex surfaces of the both substrates

face each other when they stand up. In addition, configuring

the transparent substrates 1 and 2 using the already bent

glass substrates can also manufacture the liquid crystal

display panel of the eleventh embodiment. Therefore,

according to the liquid crystal display panel of the

eleventh embodiment, the substrates are bent in the

horizontal direction and another direction to make the

concave surfaces face each other while they stand, so that

the bending rigidness to the bending moment having an axis

in the horizontal direction increases so that the bending

deformation is less likely to occur. That is, the change in

the air gap of each section of the vertical direction of the

liquid crystal panel can be suppressed even when a change in

the internal pressure of the liquid crystal occurs, so that

the display shading at a region near the lower side of the

display screen can be suppressed.

[0066]

Twelfth embodiment

Next, the liquid crystal display panel of the twelfth

embodiment of the present application will be described with

reference to Fig. 6. Fig. 6 is a perspective view

illustrating an appearance of the liquid crystal display

panel in accordance with the twelfth embodiment of the

present invention in which rates of curvature of the
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transparent glass substrates 1 and 2 are exaggerated. The

liquid crystal display panel of the twelfth embodiment is

one which includes two transparent glass substrates 1 and 2

facing each other with a predetermined air gap being

interposed therebetween by a spacer (not shown) ,' a frame

shaped sealant 3 bonding the substrates each other, and a

liquid crystal encapsulated inside the sealant and the

substrates, wherein concave surface face each other when a

horizontal direction is also bent in a different direction

in a state that the substrates 1 and 2 stand.

[0067]

In a state that the transparent substrates 1 and 2

stand as shown in Fig. 6, when concave surfaces of the

substrates face each other by making them bend in a

horizontal direction and another direction, curing the

sealant can manufacture the liquid crystal display panel of

the twelfth embodiment. In addition, configuring the

transparent substrates 1 and 2 using the already bent glass

substrates can manufacture the liquid crystal display panel

of the twelfth embodiment. Therefore, according to the

liquid crystal display panel of the twelfth embodiment, the

substrates are bent in the horizontal direction and another

direction to make the concave surfaces face each other while

they stand, so that the bending rigidness to the bending

moment having an axis in the horizontal direction increases
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so that the bending deformation is less likely to occur.

That is, the change in the air gap of each section of the

vertical direction of the liquid crystal panel can be

suppressed even when a change in the internal pressure of

the liquid crystal occurs, so that the display shading at a

region near the lower side of the display screen can be

suppressed.

[0068]

According to the present invention as described above,

an amount of elastic deformation of the pillar shaped resin

spacer 4 is set such that the pillar shaped resin spacer 4

at a position where a gap becomes the maximum is compressed

by both substrates and is elastically compressed and

deformed in a vertical direction of the substrate at the

highest temperature within a usage temperature range of the

liquid crystal display panel in a display surface inclined

from its horizon in the liquid crystal display panel, so

that the display shading can be prevented from occurring in

a region near the lower side of the display screen occurred

when the display surface of the liquid crystal display panel

is inclined from a horizontal direction in the related art.

In addition, the upper end of the spacer is not detached

from the counter substrate, so that the spacer can always

act as a gap retention member and uniformly retain the

liquid crystal layer.
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[0069]

In addition, a height of the sealant is set to be

higher than a height of the spacer to a degree that a

bending stress resulted from an assembly of the transparent

substrates remains, so that the display shading can be

prevented from occurring in a region near the lower side of

the display screen occurred when the display surface of the

liquid crystal display panel is inclined from a horizontal

direction in the related art. In addition, the spacers whose

total number is less than the total number of the color

pixels, are approximately uniformly arranged on the

transparent substrate, so that the total number of the

spacers can decrease to increase the initial stress value,

thereby obtaining a structure which is not easily deformed,

a uniform air gap between the substrates, and retaining the

liquid crystal layer having the uniform thickness.

[0070]

In addition, the substrates are bent in a horizontal .

direction in a state that they stand, which allows a bending

rigidneess to increase with respect to the bending moment

having an axis in a horizontal direction, so that it is

difficult to have the bending deformation and the display

shading

.

[0071]

In addition, the method of manufacturing a liquid
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crystal display panel includes a first process of charging

the liquid crystal within the liquid crystal display panel,

the liquid crystal having a volume less than a volume

occupied by a space up to a top end of the spacer of a

natural length from one peripheral surface among spaces

inside the sealant after the spacer and the sealant

positioned around the spacer are formed at the one

peripheral surface of one transparent substrate between the

two transparent substrates constituting the liquid crystal

display panel; and a second process of decreasing the volume

within the liquid crystal display panel by elastically

deforming the spacer or the spacer and the substrates

overlapping each other so that the liquid crystal is

encapsulated within the liquid crystal display panel while

an amount of discharging the liquid crystal is suppressed,

which contributes to reduce the load of pressing and

discharging the liquid crystal and the time of charging the

liquid crystal.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Fig. 1]

Fig. 1 is a schematic cross-sectional view illustrating

a liquid crystal display panel according to a first

embodiment of the present invention in which number, shape,

value or the like of each section is exaggerated and omitted.

[Fig. 2]
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Fig. 2 is a schematic cross-sectional view illustrating

a liquid crystal display panel according to a second

embodiment of the present invention in which number, shape,

value or the like of each section is exaggerated and omitted.

[Fig. 3]

Fig. 3 illustrates a spacer arrangement in the present

invention, in which color pixels of RGB disposed in a matrix

shape are shown as a substrate shape, and 0 marks are

illustrated in the color pixels where the spacer is disposed.

Fig. 3A denotes the spacer arrangement of the liquid crystal

display panel in accordance with the seventh embodiment, Fig.

3B denotes the spacer arrangement of the liquid crystal

display panel in accordance with the eighth embodiment, and

Figs. 3C and 3D denote the spacer arrangement of the liquid

crystal display panel in accordance with the ninth

embodiment

.

[Fig. 4]

Fig. 4 is a perspective view illustrating an appearance

of the liquid crystal display panel in accordance with the

tenth embodiment of the present invention.

[Fig. 5]

Fig. 5 is a perspective view illustrating an appearance

of the liquid crystal display panel in accordance with the

eleventh embodiment of the present invention in which rates

of curvature of the transparent glass substrates 1 and 2 are
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exaggerated

.

[Fig. 6]

Fig. 6 is a perspective view illustrating an appearance

of the liquid crystal display panel in accordance with the

twelfth embodiment of the present invention in which rates

of curvature of the transparent glass substrates 1 and 2 are

exaggerated.

[Reference Numerals]

1, 2 : transparent glass substrate

3: sealant

4: pillar shaped resin spacer

5: liquid crystal
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1 Rxmma =7xit 2 e.JbnE u, a«©^si

So /^;Ufi©§«ttM'>fSA^ fSHftAS^WWg
a*jS©g«fcbfcfci6, «*ttifffl*nfti/\ ^B

B
B^

gfm^nstLTt,, saiaAP*»6tof
tfifnffiS&Sfc£S„ tofts «M<tttx#*'>«B
^6*5^P*t*a.SS^/<*;l/©atBlffiAPK:Ea
rs„ c©tt, ssffi^*QE-rsE7i^'>ifesc
i:{cJ:0aPtt*JSBiaAPt?ltJiA,T-t,a^o ^-©

a*t*«LTaw*5xa« 1 ts^7xig2i:
©H*,3fM©«*S«fc3tltPE^*liS1-S. to
^ l*PM^ElfbS-ii-s„ uOinE^PXgicfcntSft

•5XS1S 1 Rl>'SW^5XS1g 2 <owmB(D®ism&
fS.ft&mtZ£tlc2i>). ±a?Lfc01 (b) Xtt®
2 (b) t^Lfc««©ffiBIS^/^;W{fe»tlS„
[0 0 4 6] ^©^aAIgfciO, *fiS©)g»3
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*}imzmM,z&x tft. nmwm 5 ©»a«t*/<*

[0 0 4 8] ffislirFftSO^t.-ttXgT'ffiffl^nSffifi

ggtt. ±Tfl^Bm±£12fc7k¥&iM B̂ T£S3fc
*d^5iaE^1ifc, ±£ffifcT£S2£:©fl^c$£ttS

a. wmsmsmc^ ±mt®wt*m?z±.m.i&tf

lt©iSffi£T£lg©JIIig1tt;:lfE, £«S-ttSci;tfT*

ta0 g=fc, ±^a50^H(<:«K^PM-r-g.fci6C>WSS

aw^n-t^a, ±^nti±gg|5i:t^tc±T®)-rs

[0 0 4 9] SB
B
B)STISD^b-tirXgT'tt, 3:1* . ±«

«£4aSBM7Xgffi2*£©ffl3igB©±£8IKe 30

^ftfcHKiffa. Sfc« 01 (a) X&02 (a) tC^

*£9Ktttf©8ili§X^--^4A'iBIS?n, ^©OHtC
^-/M*3tfWgiJ;*nfcTg«t&aS[8#5xg£ 1

HiiACKi^tt e>nrt^t,\

[0 0 5 0] T^StH^tirc^^XSte
1 ±©->-M* 3 tcHSn5®iafc®B

s
BM*!aT-r5„

c©fctr. fttt©<§iHix-<:—9- 4 $/cgffrtfc^T*<&

3<DM$<Dm®v o%imm& \ ©g®fre>g£*#ii© 40

^©ffiSMX^—9" 4 ©±4g3:T©£f?g©c5#>aSffl

«TFIWS:»»U SEJlOilfflE • »fflO(^lllftfi*«

mtZtctbT&Zo LfcA'oT, i®Tfai£

®B
B
BiBT*l7^ T£$£±£$©T£T*X^K2t»:

ttH£fe«U ±^a*BT**T2WiT7^Sfi l

®8#7Xgffi2£Ii£2-lt-afci:t>l;:, ±MSP*KT 50
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[0 0 5 1] *©SL ±£S2©}¥E*l£^i6, ASH**
U jfSiB;tf5X»£l i:SW#5Xg«2

ij7^iffi i Rzfmwjj?xm& 2 ttft»fa»u sk
vmmx*—* 4 tt»"W5XS« 1 irigfiBtf^Xgffi

s. /^^Mofflntx^rsfl1
. «*?B9««ani8S

#fiti2ftai:LTfc, :>-;l/#©3©±SSA^t>-ffrfc

Xlil fcJSE#5Xgffi2 tA^ftSD^to^txSo ^©

Xg'NjKOHl-r.

[0 0 5 2] ±faDE«»t«J:SiDEfc:«J;oT4i:Stt

tt©tt»*^-lM©ffil«^©»tS»«ih
7*S£ l R0:^**7XS«2©ftlf^}B©^1t^

CkK J: t)» J^fiUftHl (b) Xim
2 (b) t^Lfe««©«ES^/<***«»5tl5. W
±©*j£t <t ») . mfaomm 5©aa^v<*;u©sjg

E • ^©fl^S^fcgiirtac i:#T*f?a„

[0 0 5 3] LXFfc, ±IH*tfJBjIS3©?P3;fr&*fflls
l

% 7 ©3^©fcS^/<*;l/©&g^!S**fil©je!£
6A^iyS©^9i:LTUiWra. wTtiKwra^
«5©j$g 6 zmmomm 9 tt*-ft€*i±E*a&©®si

1 x«3us©j$i 2 ©jSfi^^^/w 3 &<o&wm

i^-»csaa^nT5fc*©iB?ij)g^T*fea.
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e-4S«tHB©IIIBL tHr^Ttt, 5-4IBW©«

[0 0 5 6] ^m<OBB7
mm<OBm7 V&ikWrvmMi.. 03 (a) t^-TJ;
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©&H**c. «&©X^-tfa<ER£ftT4So
[0 0 5 9] S6HSO®i68<0«[ag^^^;l/fc:^^sx

^--9"0E5»J*B 3 (b) ©«S;HfcSLfeo C(Df

£0 rg^J fc^«©ttfiB*EM©frXH:Mtf2
<D{g§ac4 &4 v*******££B#Bft 6 6

lSfffc«5Lt\ X-*—9-ififfll!«fi±tJ9-fcEH

So

[0 0 6 0] *fi&Dfg!K9

S fc^flSOJBlB 9 <D*Jl*5^*;Wi, 3 feOfeB*^
vhy*Xttfc:EB*tU -OX^-WEBStlfcft
*ofiB*«rfijSi: LTttfcSfilK: l «±<DHft®feB
fgfc^fc:, flW)X^--9-3WER«nT4*.

[0 0 6 1] -OX^-FtfEBSnfctt3RO&B**
SjSi:LT««*iRi«ciioftiasi3#fc:, ftox^-U-
*<E»£ft£X^-1J-<DE5y*:B3 (c) tC7K*0 £<D

x^c—9-©«s»eB*©8»o 4 1 sst
4S„ rg^j fc«ai-*<DttfeB3lSEJiJOfirX«:J»W

2 Ofl»fc464lf^***t-SjW«W6n*<P
-<DX^-tf;&«B£nfcffiK0feB
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-tftfER«nSX^-tf0EM*B3 (c) ICS*.

C X^-*Offi»ttfeB3RO^SO 9#0 1
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is^4^o rggj fcas-rsottfeB^EMoffxti

WW 3 Offl»t464v>Bft*%j«'r**«WB»6n

;Wc<fcfttf. *SSBOX^—9"Offia«:feBlR085ao
4#0iggOTKM£LT > x^-*«MB»«±te
J3-weHSft*0-t?, «LftjEA (ai^A) oii*^

10 sbdbml o^-m, t%-%mm<Dm&m*{m'rz>

[0062] mffivmmi o

B 4 «r#B8LTKWTSo B 4 liSgfiSOJgfi 1 0 <DKS

(Hi 0<OiKS£av<*;l/W:, x^—U- (B^-tf-f) fcJ:

1M2^ »7XlSl, 2*«*"T«»«05/
20 -;U»3fc, Sffltf^XSfil, 2Rtf^-;i/tt3 0rt

«jc»A*n*«a (B»W) fc*«*T4««aai

[0063] mm& i &ifinuHE2^4 ic^rx

30 l^TS^S«l&O;S0^Sfi2^fi5cLT^. ^JSOE

woTsafiojgfii ooaas^u;i/^<fctitf, tuts

40 [006 4] nm<ojm\ X

B5*#BLTKBT*. B5l4jat<OIBBi l ONES
s^^;b®Wi*^r«sHaB"e*oT, asw^xs

^ I lOJSSS^^^Mi, X^—9" (B^"f) tcj:

9HfeoB«««»LTJS*f* 2ooaW*7Xlfi
iRtf2i:, aw^xsfii. 2*»^-rs»«os/
—>l/#3^ BB!*5XWKl. 2W^;W30fl
fflI(c^A^nsiSB

B
a (B/^-f) i:*fl^T4«a[aS

50 ^^wft^T, jBW3Sf5xafii f 2*\ jiren
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[0065] snsfi i Rvmwmw. 2 *n s t«r

*

4T6tifttt««t:fev^T*3F*riRl3!Poa4**iai
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Lfetf-3T*SSOJB» 1 KDSSSS

fcaortEOSfktffcoTfc*

[0 0 6 6] XttO^ttl 2

*fc. *ffl«ojaS<DJB8g 1 2<D«a*^<*;l/fcOt

B6*#IHLTKWrs. B6a$ftOJB£l 2©ffia

^<*;l/0flB*S*«aB ,rftoT\ M?b7Xl

om^offl[ii»*«»LT*hPi-r* 2 0(oaif7xis
1 atf 2 awjff^xas 1 , 2*«A"rs»«os/

fflfcSASttSifca fflEW) fc*«*T4**B*

fc«jifcfev^T7k¥*iRiA^s4a*iRifcffitf«fiE$n

Sl/^HB«:#lRi^-&T4So

[0 0 6 7] gWSK 1 &tf3H£& 2 £H 6 feS** J:

!LT^nrc«^tc^v^T7j<¥SlRlAoS45>SfRl

S/-;W*B!ftSi*aci:fc:i:-3T, S5fiK<D»«i 2(0

*Lfc*5XfflE*Wir^TaB!WE 1 Rlfi8W«R2ft
JbSLTtv l 20flEA9»/^il/«fMrr

*¥^*oR4**Afcftij1B*snst^fc:|Hlffl*»
irj2h±t4s<dt\ 7k¥*iRitifi*#r«fttf*-^v

hfc»Lfl«Wtttf*S?K lft«iaaBbfc<^. lT4*>
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estc* 9Ptsa3BUT4$©-e, aa*. «a**/<*;l/

^iiWJ: 9«tt6ttfc«Wc LfcW&fc^Dfc

J*«^«R4:aBlU4v^-C, x^-WHtfc**
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[0 0 6 9] £fc, iiWS«taufcJ:5*^jS*tf«

fcg^ffitfzMFJ: OMH-StifcttBt Lfcif^^Uzc

±te»lifiS-fcE»2nT43<DT\ X"*—FOfiaS*
«&U fflftJS* (SWS*i) ©ffifciSfc, fig Lie <^

20 5jft*tfJ&*.
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SSO, fflifS9gLfc< <. I^A7^i^^c<t>

[0 0 7 1] Sfc*SIWOBJfi^rj£t±, $/-;l/»<Drt«l

OfflBO 5 "BKfflE—±Bj5p 6SgSgOX^—*cd±«S$
TO^<Di&fta8B*iKosM©»a*«aa^^*

jKa^/^i/rtotMsj^s-a-sw-oxakSB
A«cl:fc:J:9*a©»fflB*«iiBLoo, ffia£ai/*

jsa^itA-r* c 1 1 ltcot\ WBKRtn
fctfT*. KaoME • J#ffi<D{fHAS*

[n®cos^4ift^]

[0 1 ] *$m<o$moj&m i oinaa^^*;i/«*

40 [B 2 ] *^WO^fflOJg^ 2 OffillgS/

TfitaSBfffiBT^oT, SSPO^ffi. »«, S^F»BS

tttc/jsL, x^--if^EB^nsfes^coai^fiiu^c
SjSBT**. (a) (i»fgi70Mi^^^;l/
OX^—9-EM*. (b) tt||fifi(0Jgii8<DiKaS^^

*/b<7)X^-+fE?iJ£, (c) , (d) a^)KO^{fi9

50 [04] *KWo^jS6o«SI l 0<D«aSS/<*;i/<D
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